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› Certification is needed
› Usually 3rd party
› But expensive: Especially in developing world
› Often organic by default
› Alternative system needed
› PGS are an alternative
› Currently around 110 000 producers in 72 countries







› Into what the benefits are for farmers
› into what makes them tick
› Into why some succeed and some fail
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But where are they now?
› Ecovida (BRASIL)
› not members of IFOAM - Organics International and the standard they use 
is not included in the IFOAM Family of Standards. 
› Were recognized by IFOAM but no longer. 
› Still going strong
› ANPE/IDMA (PERU): 
› never obtained the Official IFOAM PGS Recognition.
› Still going strong
› BONM (SA): 
› never obtained the Official IFOAM PGS Recognition.
› I don’t know. But there was one person who carried it.
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But where are they now?
› Green Foundation (INDIA): 
› never obtained the Official IFOAM PGS Recognition.
› Still going strong
› Keystone Foundation (INDIA): 
› never obtained the Official IFOAM PGS Recognition.
› Still going strong. 
› REDAC (Mexico): 
› not maintaining their standards anymore and the network seems to be 
inactive. 
› never obtained the Official IFOAM PGS Recognition.
› PGS still in Mexico. University of Chapingo
› N&P (France) and MASIPAG (Philippines) are both officially recognized
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